ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS (Fig.1)
Insert the tap into the sink hole.
Introduce washer 23, flange 24 and nut 25, to the underside and hand tighten.
NB if more stability is required. Also utilise tap support (30) between the sink and the fixing plate.
Connect the flexible pipes (19) to the hot and cold water threaded inlets, ensuring that the cold is on the right and the hot on the left.
Connect the hand spray (15) to flexi hose (12) ensuring the washer and check valve are in place, and connect the spray hose to pipe leading from the tap.
Fix the counter weight (26) in a suitable place to ensure that the pull-out hose can be returned.
Check all connection before operating correctly and automatically shutting off the water supply.

REPLACEMENT OF THE CARTRIDGE (Fig.2)
To remove the lever (1), flick out the indicator (2) and unscrew the grub screw (3).
Unscrew cap (4) revealing nut (5) which should be undone to remove the cartridge (6).
After the cartridge is replaced, follow this sequence in the reverse order.
Also ensure that all the parts are fully tightened to ensure a seal, and ease of operation of the lever.

REPLACEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF THE AERATOR (Fig.1)
Regularly clean the aerator so that the flow rate is not restricted. Unscrew and cleanout the filter (16) on any impurities. Reverse the procedure to replace.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
To maintain the appearance of this fitting, ensure it is only cleaned using a soft damp cloth. A solution of warm water and mild liquid detergent may be used where necessary, and the fitting rinsed thoroughly. Abrasive or acidic cleaners must not be used under any circumstances. Avoid contact with all solvents. Failure to observe these instructions will invalidate the warranty.

WARRANTY
5 year warranty on moving parts, 1 year on finish.